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In this paper operator Riccati equations of evolution and algebraic types arising 
in the linear quadratic optimal control problem for hereditary differential systems 
are considered. Regularity results of their solutions are obtained. Especially, for the 
system with single point delay we show that the optimal feedback kernel function 
H” is C”. This study is motivated by the numerical experiments of K. Ito and 
R. Teglas (“Legendre-Tau Approximation for Functional Differential Equations. 
Part II. The Linear Quadratic Optimal Control Problem,” SIAM J. Control and 
Opfimizafion, 25, 1987, 137991408) in computing the optimal feedback gain via an 
algebraic Riccati equation, which indicate that such a function is smooth. The 
regularity result is essential in obtaining a rate of convergence of numerical 
approximations of the optimal feedback gain operator. ( 1989 Academic Pres. Inc 
First, we recall some results on the linear quadratic optimal control 
problem for hereditary differential systems. Consider the hereditary dif- 
ferential system in R”, 
$r(t)=/O dp(B)x(t+0)+Bu(t), t> to, 
-r 
(1.1) 
x(to) = ‘? and x(to + 0) = d(@, -r60<0, 
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where p( .) is an n x n matrix valued function of bounded variation which 
vanishes at 13 = 0 and is left continuous on (-Y, 0). The m-vector function 
u( .) is the control function and B is an n x m matrix. Let us consider the 
optimal control problem: minimize the quadratic cost functional 
i r ww12 + 14t)12) dt (1.2) 10 
subject to (1.1) where C is a p x n matrix. Then it is well known [2,4] 
that for (q, 4) E R” x I,,( - r, 0: IR”) and u logically square integrable, (1 .l ) 
admits a unique solution x E &(l, - Y, T, W) n H’(t,, T; 5X”) for any T2 t, 
and that (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalently formulated as the abstract control 
problem [ 1, 3, 51 in the Hilbert space 2 = R” x L,( - r, 0; W). That is, ( 1.2) 
can be written as 
where z(t) = (x(t), x( t + )) E Z is the mild solution of 
~z(r)=‘z(t)+idu(r). t> to, 
-‘(to) = (% 4). 
Here & is the infinitesimal generator of the solution semigroup S(t) on Z 
with 
and SJ E P(R”, Z) and % E 9(Z, Rp) are given by 
S#U=(BU,O)EZ for UE R”, 
V(rlt 9) = crl for (5 d)eZ. 
It then follows from [ 1, 3, 5) that the optimal solution u” to (1.2) is 
given by 
uO(t) = -B*n(t) zO(t), (1.3) 
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where n(t), t < T, are nonnegative, self-adjoint operators on Z and satisfy 
the Riccati equation [7] 
i 
~n(l)+~~*o(,)+n(r).~-n(r):r*ll(t)+X.*K 
for all ZEZ and Z7(0)=0. 
If &(t, s) denotes the perturbed evolution operator of the semigroup S(t) 
by -&4g*I7(. ), i.e., 
then n(t) is given by 
If we write Z7 as a matrix of operator on Z = iw” x L,( - r, 0: W), 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where Z70° and Z7” are nonnegative, self-adjoint operators on iw” and L2, 
respectively, 17” is a square integrable function on (-r, 0), Z7” = Z7”*, 
and 







and %‘%!(a, to) z = Cx”(a) for z = (r], 4) E Z, where x0 is the solution of (1.1) 
corresponding to u’. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the regularity of the Riccati 
operator L’(t) and the associated steady-state operator I7 that satisfies the 
algebraic Riccati equation [6, 131 
d*z7+17d-17aB*n+u*~=oo. (1.7) 
Special attention will be given to the (1,0) component Z7” of (1.5) since 
it appears in the feedback solution (1.6). 
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2. GENERAL RESULTS 
Let zZr be the infinitesimal generator on 2 of the transpose system of 
(1.1) defined by 63(&=)=9(&‘) and for ~EH’ 
and let S,(t) denote the strongly continuous semigroup generated by &. 
Define the structural operator 9 on Z by 
Then, Manitius [ 111 has shown that 
F-s(t) = SF(t) 9, t>o. (2.2) 
Thus, since %‘*y = 8*W*y = %‘)7y = (C%, 0) E Z for y E lRp, from (1.4) and 
(2.2) we have 
Lqt,) z = 9* “ S,(o - t) c!zTCxo(a) da, 
, 
where x0 is the optimal trajectory of (1.1) with initial condition 
z = (~4) E Z. Since x E H’( to; W), 
= F:*( -q-c?) + S,( T- to) W&x(T) 
- ST(o - t) %?,c i(O) do, 
where we have used the formula (1.47) in [ 10, p. 4893. Furthermore, 
S,(t) zc W&l, tar C21 (2.3) 
I 
T 
S,( T- s) %TT y(s) ds E g(d) for any y E L,(t, T; Rp) [9], (2.4) 
10 
and hence we have that for to < T - r 
d*n(t,) + %?*%? E .!qd*), (2.5) 
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where [6, 141 
u(.d*)= ((y, l+b)EZ(ZEN’( -r, 0) and r((-r)+)=o; 
with 
de) = $(O) - MN) - p( - r))‘.b 
and 
d*(J’, I)) = ($(O) + (p(O)- p(O-~ ))‘y, -2). 
Consider the case when ,u( .) is given by 
with -r = 0, < .. < 13, < B, = 0 and the element of A( .) being integrable 
on ( -r, 0). Since for ye E [w” 
it follows from (1.5) and (2.5) that $(0) - ,G(e)‘y is absolutely continuous 
on each interval [6,, 0, ,I, i = 1, . . . . I. Thus 
fi( to, 0) - A ‘(0) 170°( to) 
is absolutely continuous on [S,, 8,- ,], i= 1, . . . . 1. In particular, when 
A(.)EH’(-r,O;R”““), 
z7’O(t,, ‘) E H2(B;, 8;- ,) for i = 1, . . . . 1. (2.7) 
Next we discuss the regularity of the solution I7 to the algebraic Riccati 
equation (1.7). We assume the stabilizability of (xJ, 98) and the detec- 
tability of (d, g) [ 131; i.e., for hereditary differential system ( 1.1 ), the 
equivalent conditions are 
and 
rank[d(A), B] = n 
rank[C’, AT(L)] = n 
for all /~.EC+, where d(i)=S-JO ,&(B) e’” (e.g., see [IZ]). It then 
follows from c.5, 131 that the algebraic Riccati equation (1.7) has the 
unique nonnegative solution I7 and moreover .d -&?%?*I7 generates a 
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uniformly exponentially stable semigroup Y(t) on Z. If we write 17 as in 
(1.5) then r(t)(v, 4) = (x(t), x(t + .)), where x is the solution of 
$(‘)=jo dp(e)x(t+o)-BBT 
I 
Z70°x(t) + Jo I7’“(O)‘x(t + fl) d0 (2.8) -r 
Note that if z is the solution to the dual Riccati equation 
.~~c+cd*,-c~~~~+~~~=o, 





[ 1 . (2.9) 0 
Thus, using the same arguments as above we have 
d*n+%Y*%GE(d*) (2.10) 
and if p is given by (2.4), then 
zP”(+AT(.)z7m (2.11) 
is absolutely continuous on each interval [0,, QjP ,I, i= 1, . . . . 1. It will be 
shown in Theorem 3.6 that (2.10) and (2.11) give generically the best 
regularity result for I7. 
3. SINGLE POINT DELAY CASE 
In the first part of this section, we consider the case I= 1, i.e., 
‘” d~(~)9(~)=Ao(O+n,~(-r,+~” A(@d(Q)& (3.1) -r -, 
and study the regularity of the feedback kernel n’“( .). Since Z~(PJ, 0) = 
(Z70°q, Z7”( .) 9) EZ, it is equivalent to discuss the regularity of ZZ(q, 0) as 
an element of Z. 
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First we have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. l{ A(.)EH”( -Y, 0) und y _ is the solution qf’ ( 1 1 ) tt,ith 
x(0) = v] and q% = 0, then x E H” + ‘(0, r; W). 
ProoJ: Since x(0) = 0, 8 < 0, for t E (0, r) 
i(t)=A,x(t)+jU A(e)x(t+e)de 
-1 
and since x E H’(0, r; IV), x E H’(0, r; RR) and 
If A( .) E H’( -r, 0), then this implies that ,;i- is absolutely continuous and 
xl”=A,~(t)--A(-I)X(O)+A(-f)~(O+)+?^” A(e)jl(t+e)de. f 
By induction, one can show that x E Hk+*(O, r) and 
X(k+*)(f)=AOX(k+I) (t)+ f; (-l);A(‘)(-t)x’“- i’(o+) 
i=o 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. If A( .) E Hk( -r, 0) and x is the solution of (1.1) with 
x(0) = q and cj e 0, then x E Hk + 3(r, 2r; KY). 
Proof: First note that x(r+) =x(r-). For tE (r, 2r) 
i(t)=A,x(t)+J’ A(B)x(t+B)dQ+A,x(t-r). 
I 
Thus, $r+)-i(~)=A,x(0), x~H*(r, 2r), and 
But since i has a jump discontinuity at t = r, we write the integral term as 
Jo A(e)f(t+e)dO+S~~‘A(e)~(t+e)dO. r-, -r 
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Then from Lemma3.1, x(t-r)EHk+2(r, 2r) and hence xEH3(r, 2r) and 
+J” A(B)Z(t+0)dQ+A(r-t)(i(r+)-k(F)). 
-r 
Again, by induction one can show XE Hkf3(r, 2r) with 
Since(x(t),x(t+.))=S(t)(~,O)E~(r;4’)fortbir(see [2]),x’,“((ir)+)= 
x(j)((ir)-), O<j<i- 1 and XE H’((i- 1) r, (i+ 1) r). Thus, using an argu- 
ment similar to that in the proof of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, one can show 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf A( .) E Hk( -r, 0) and x is the solution of (1.1) with 
x(O)=q and 4~0, then XE Hk+‘+*(ir, (i+ 1) r; W). 
Now, one can state the main result. 
THEOREM 3.4. IfA(.)cHk(-r,O) in (3.1) then Z7(~,O)=F*(tj~(O),tj) 
with $EHk+3(-r,0). 
Proof: The proof is by induction. First note tha the closed loop 
equation (2.8) in this case is given by 
~~(r)=(A,-~~‘II1W)x(t)+A~x(t-r)+~~ A(e)x(t+e)de, (3.2) r 
where A(~)=.4(~)-BBTZ7’o(~)T~Ho(-r,0). Assume ~(.)EH-‘(-r,O), 
j<k. Set t=(j+3)r in (2.9). Then 







where x is the solution of (3.2) with $0) = 9 and x(e) = 0, -r < 0 < 0. 
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Applying Theorem 3.3 to the closed loop system (3.2) with A( .). 
.UEH’f’(k, (i+ 1)Y) fo r each i. Here. given ,j’~ L,(O. r; Rp) if 
then y is the solution of 
y(H)=0 for -r<C)<O. 
Using the arguments similar to those given in the proof of Lemma 3.1, one 
can show that if f E H ‘+2(0, Y), then J~(Y+ .)E H”3( -r, 0). Thus, for 





is in Hi’3(-rY, 0). Th e exact same arguments as given in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2 can be used to show that the &-component of S,(ir)(q, 4) is in 
Hi+3+i( -r, 0) if (q, 4) E 9(d) and 4 E H’+3( -r, 0). It now follows from 
(3.3) and (3.4) that 
Q% 0) = I”*, II/) with $EHJ+3(-r,0), 
where 
F*(Y,$)= y.A:($)(-r-.)+(. AT 5)$(t-.)d5 (3. ) 
-r 
Then, Z7’“(.)EH1(-r,0) with cc=min(k+l,j+3) and thus A(.)E 
HzAk( -r, 0). Th e successive use of the above arguments starting with j = 0 
proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If A( .) E Hk( -r, 0), then Z7’“(. ) E Hk + ‘( -r, 0). 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 3.4 and (3.5). Q.E.D. 
We now return to the case when p is given by (2.6). 
THEOREM 3.6. rf the 8,‘s in (2.6) are not rationally related, then II”( .) 
is at most in H2(6;, 8,- ,) for each i. 
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Lqq, 0) =9*c S,(3r) CTT(3r) 
+ i S,(ir)S’S,(r-s)K;;Cx((3-i)r-s)ds , 
i=O 0 1 (3.6) 
where x is the solution of (2.8) with x(O) = r] and x(G) = 0, -r 6 0 -c 0. It 
follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that 
S,(3r) ZBT(3r) + S,(2r) jr S,(r -s) +TT Cx(3r - s) ds E 9(d’). 
0 
(3.7) 
Consider the remaining term of (3.6): 
(y(2r), y(2r + .)) = Jf’ S,(2r - s) %&Cx(2r - s) ds, 
where y satisfies 
$At)=jO dp’(Q)y(t+8)+CrCx(2r-r), 0 < t < 2r. 
-r 
Since .‘Y E H’(0, 2r), this implies that y(2r + .) E H’( -r, 0) and 
j(2r+t)=j”O dpT(f3)~(2r+<+0)-CTCz?(-~) for -rdt60, 
-i- 
where ~“,dpT(Q)j(2r+.+0)~H1(-r,0). But, Since a(-() has jump 
discontinuities at ei, i = 1, . . . . 1, j(2r + 5) also has jump discontinuities at Bi 
unless CA, = 0. It then follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that 
WV, 0) = I*, $), 
where rl/ E H2( -r, 0) and Ij; has jump discontinuities at 0,, i= 1, . . . . 1. Here 
Thus, Z7’“( .) E H2( -r, 0) and has jump discontinuities in the second 
derivative at Bi - 8,, i < j. This completes the proof since the 0;s are not 
rationally related. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If Bi= i( -r/f), then arguments similar to those in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 can be used to show that if A( .) E Hk(oi, 0,- ,) for each i, then 
Z7(q, 0) =9*($(O), $) with $ E Hkf3(oi, ei- i) for each i. 
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